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OVENS
To ensure your oven is suitable for your requirements there are a number of factors to consider. The size, style, space and amount of cooking undertaken will determine whether a single or double
oven is right for you. If you often cook several dishes at once, a larger capacity oven will enable you to save time and energy.
Keen cooks can also benefit from innovative touch screen displays that can be set to your cooking habits and temperature programmes to ensure your food is cooked to perfection. Other features
to consider are pyrolytic self-cleaning programmes for easy oven care. Discover more by browsing the wide range of integrated and freestanding models available in store.

Single oven
capacity can
reach up to
74 litres.

add ons
Décor joining
strips, used horizontally
or vertically ensure a
seamless finish between
appliances.
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compact appliances
A compact oven provides greater
flexibility in the kitchen whilst
making the most of your cooking
space. A combination compact
oven with microwave provides
the functionality of an oven for
bigger meals with microwave
facilities for when you’re short
on time. And if healthy eating is
a priority, a wide range of steam
ovens are available.

Slide&hide

®

Exclusive to NEFF the
Slide&Hide® door provides
optimum oven access with its
unique retracting oven door,
creating a flexible approach
and allowing extra space in
your kitchen. Ask in store for
a demonstration.

Range Cookers
Versatile, stylish and with a number of different cooking options available,
range cookers are perfect for bigger spaces. Choose from both traditional
and contemporary models from leading brands and in a range of sizes,
colours and fuel types. You’ll find something to suit any kitchen.

0333 222 4120
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HOBS
Combining practical, stylish and high level cooking performance, your chosen hob will provide an integral service in your kitchen. Induction, gas and ceramic hobs are available in a range of sizes.

Induction Hobs
Minimalist in design, induction hobs offer a safe and energy efficient option whilst also
operating quicker than a ceramic hob spacing. For demanding cooking requirements a flexible
induction hob provides the ability to heat varying pan sizes positioned anywhere.
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domino Hobs
With a variety of formations, a domino hob provides a flexible cooking solution. With different
heat zones such as an induction hob, wok burner or Teppan Yaki, a bespoke cooking area can
be created to suit your individual requirements.

0333 222 4120
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COOKER
HOODS
Whether you choose a traditional wallmounted chimney design, a sleek island
hood or contemporary downdraft style,
your hood needs to keep your kitchen
ventilated.
Hoods are needed to help get rid
of moisture and odours caused by
cooking and can be extracted externally
or alternatively recirculation kits are
available with the option to operate
using a remote control.

glass hood

Style File - Designer hoods
Making a statement in the kitchen has never been
easier. Statement cooker hoods combine stunning
designs with noise and energy efficient features.
Enhance your kitchen and add a sense of style to your
living space.

0333 222 4120
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REFRIGERATION
From double American styles to retro options, the latest refrigeration models will add style and functionality to any kitchen. Improvements in insulation have led
to larger capacity refrigeration becoming more widely available but it is essential that the overall dimensions of your room are factored in. Integrated models are a
convenient option for more compact spaces and can incorporate a variety of features to suit your requirements such as produce drawers to ensure freshness.

Innovative Ideas
The latest cooling innovations include a range of
integrated water and ice dispensers to fast-cool
settings to chill your weekly shop in no time. Climate
controlled zones provide a variety of temperatures for
different food types, maximising their shelf life. LED
lighting strips help you to see the contents of your
fridge more clearly whilst door alarms ensure you never
walk away without closing the door tightly again.
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new technology
Introducing the latest
innovations, fridges which
incorporate a built-in camera
so you can remotely check what’s
inside your fridge before you go
shopping. Gone are the days
of running out of milk!

0333 222 4120
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EXTRAS
Dishwasher
noise levels can
be as low as 40
decibels.

Suitable for
both red and
white wine.

coffee machines
An integrated coffee machine is the ideal investment for those
who can’t live without their morning caffeine fix. Our built-in
models can make a range of cafe-style drinks at the touch of
a button, without cluttering up your worktops with additional
gadgets.

0333 222 4120
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dishwashers
Saving you time, dishwashers have become a real kitchen
must-have. Forget about scrubbing your pots and pans and let
the dishwasher do the hard work with a range of eco-functions
to ensure less water usage. Choose from freestanding models
that fit neatly under your counter top or integrated designs to
blend seamlessly into your kitchen.

wine coolers
Whilst your fridge may contain enough space to store a
few bottles, if you’re serious about wine or simply love to
entertain, investing in an undercounter or integrated wine
cooler should be considered. Dual zones can be incorporated
to house both red, white and sparkling wines at the correct
temperature.
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Measuring your Kitchen
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Free design and planning is part of the service that we offer, however if you would prefer an initial
quote when you visit your nearest showroom, please follow the guide below to sketch out your kitchen
measurements.
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To help you when
considering your dream
kitchen we will visit your home
to check the dimensions of the
room and make any necessary
changes before continuing
the design process.
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2. Mark the positions of key features
on the
c
room plan such asdining
windows, doors, boilers and
radiators.
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1. Draw a basic outline plan of the room – you
can choose todining
measure in imperial or metric
units but remember to keep the method of
measuring consistent.
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3. Note the measurements of all walls, ensuring that
you includedining
the length of features such as
windows and doors. Remember to include the
c
measurement from the corner of
the wall to the
start of the window or door.

4. Measure any existing appliances that you
intend to keep and note their position if you
don’t plan to move them.
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TESTIMONIALS

“

I would like to say how pleased we are with all of the staff at Melksham. This is what

makes the difference between Leekes and other stores, this personal touch made us feel
as if Leekes really care, so that the whole design matched, even the kettle and toaster
were from Leekes. It is very pleasing to have a store with a team where assistants can

“

move from one department to another to produce, not only a good kitchen, but a fully
designed room so that everything looks good.

Stafford Burndred, Melksham

“

We recently had a Sheraton wood shaker oyster kitchen fitted at our property. We

are extremely pleased with the quality of the kitchen and the ease of the fitting process.
The Cross Hands design team helped us select the best possible layout for the space that
we had, and was very helpful when it came to changes that we wanted to make later with
regards to the appliances ordered. At each stage when we had any questions we were

“

able to get hold of someone either via email or over the phone to fine tune the design.
Both I and my wife would like to thank Leekes for helping us get our dream kitchen.

Colin Davies, Llanelli
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